2013 nissan rogue ac compressor fuse

FordNut answered 6 years ago. Only says where the fuse box is, and "If a fuse is blown replace
with a new fuse of equal rating" Duh For future reference here is the service and maintenance
book How can I access the ac motor for nissan rogue? Where is it located. I have a Nissan
rogue, approaching 81, and my tranny is either out or still slipping, it stopped on me tonight,
and I killed it and restarted it and was able to get to work, but, what news if Is anyone having
issues with the AC and radiator for Nissan rogue we need to be replace. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Nissan Rogue question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Nissan Rogue Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. It is an on-vehicle
multiplex communication system with high data communication speed and excellent error
detection ability. Many electronic control units are equipped onto vehicles, and each control
unit shares information and links with other control units during operation not independent. Is
DTC detected again? Is the inspection result normal? When performing the diagnosis indoors,
light the sunload sensor with a lamp 60W or more. Is DTC No. NOTE : Select a place in direct
sunlight when checking sunload sensor. Is any DTC No. NOTE : Calculate the drive signal duty
ratio as shown in the figure. Check front blower motor operation. Does the blower fan operate?
Refer to GI, "Intermittent Incident". The distance viewed on the monitor may be different than
the actual distance between the vehicle and displayed objects If DTC is detected, perform
Harness and connector Power supply is open or shorted. Harness or connectors The sensor
circuit is open or shorted. Harness and connector Sunload sensor circuit is open, or there is a
short in the circuit. Harness or connectors The motor circuit is open or shorted. Harness and
connector Communication line is open or shorted. Harness and connector. The hot,
compressed vapor is then discharged to the condenser. The relay is grounded when the ignition
switch is in the ON position. There is no self-diagnostic feature available. The front air control
provides voltage to the gate of the variable blower control based on the position of the blower
control dial. Fresh air is allowed to enter the cabin in one position, and recirculated inside air is
allowed to enter in the other position. The intake door motor receives position commands from
the front air control. The sensor uses a thermistor which is sensitive to the change in
temperature. The electrical resistance of the thermistor decreases as temperature increases. It
is controlled by the front air control based on the position of the temperature dial. The air mix
door motor LH receives position commands from the front air control. Through a series of
levers and gears, the mode door controls the defrost door, the foot door, and the vent door. The
mode door motor receives position commands from the front air control. Control by ECM. When
mode door motor is activated while air flow is more than the specified value, front air control
temporarily reduces fan speed so that mode door moves smoothly. The intake door is
controlled by customer input in the other modes. Air outlet control is controlled by customer
input. The refrigerant system is protected against excessively high- or low-pressures by the
refrigerant pressure sensor, located on the liquid tank on the condenser. The refrigerant
pressure sensor detects the pressure inside the refrigerant line and sends a voltage signal to
the ECM. The refrigerant system is also protected by a pressure relief valve, located in the rear
head of the compressor. When the pressure of refrigerant in the system increases to an
abnormal level [more than 2, kPa Blower control dial with OFF switch Blower fan speed is
manually controlled with the dial for varying blower speed. Turns air conditioning system OFF.
Compressor control state returns to the previous state before air conditioning system was
turned OFF. Air conditioning system performs self-diagnosis, operation check, function
diagnosis, and various settings using diagnosis function of each control unit. Work support
Changes the setting for each system function. Active Test The signals used to activate each
device are forcibly supplied from front air control. Refer to the following table for the conditions
of each mode. Remove the rear wiper arm cover. Remove the rear wiper arm nut from
Preparation Special Service Tool The actual shape of the tools may differ from those illustrated
here. Tool number TechMate No. Tool name Description â€” J Trim Tool The variable blower
control controls the speed of the blower motor by controlling the ground circuit of the blower
motor. The intake door motor controls the position of the intake door. The intake sensor
measures the temperature of the front evaporator fins. The air mix door controls the mix of hot
or cold air that enters the ventilation system. The mode door controls the direction the
conditioned air passes through the ventilation system. Blower fan speed is manually controlled
with the dial for varying blower speed. Air inlet is selected to fresh air intake REC by pressing
this switch. Selects desired temperature between full cold and full hot. Clockwise rotation:

Temperature increases. Counterclockwise rotation: Temperature decreases. Honda City helped
make these videos. The video above shows how to check for blown fuses in the engine bay of
your Nissan Rogue and where the fuse box diagram is located. If your map light, stereo, turn
signals, heated seats, headlights or other electronic components suddenly stop working,
chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. Fuses should always be the first thing you
check if your Rogue is experiencing electrical difficulties because they are relatively easy to
check and inexpensive to change. The more electronics your Rogue has, the more fuses it has.
Some Nissans have multiple fuse boxes in the engine bay, so be sure to find the fuse s in
question. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses
that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Rogue,
make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking
and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking
assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the
component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your Rogue.
Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He
has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. One
of the easiest fluids to top off - learn how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your
car. If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to
big problems. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add washer fluid. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how
to diagnose and fix minor oil leaks in your car. Change a burnt out headlight. Avoid tickets and
accidents with both working headlights! New bulbs are much brighter too. Add brake fluid. See
all videos for the Nissan Rogue. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything Assortment boxes of new low profile mini blade fuses in a variety of amperage
ratings can be purchased at Wal-Mart, Pep Boys, Advance Auto Parts or online at Amazon. The
only tool needed to access the engine bay fuse panel is a small flathead screwdriver. A black
plastic fuse puller tool is included on the passenger compartment fuse block. In order to access
the fuse block, you'll need to remove the air intake tube by removing three black plastic
fasteners. Gently pry up the center of the fasteners first and then pull them straight out. Then
move to the upper part of the air intake tube where it enters the air cleaner box and gently pry
them apart. Set the air intake aside in a safe place. Use the flathead screwdriver to gently pull
them away from the fuse block. Turn over the panel to view the fuses. Pull the access cover
straight off. The black plastic fuse puller tool is located at the bottom left of the passenger
compartment fuse panel. Place the jaws of the tool over the fuse that you want to check or
replace and pull it straight it out. If the thin metal bar inside the fuse appears to be intact, it is
most likely still good. But since new fuses are so inexpensive, it should still be replaced as part
of your electrical issue troubleshooting steps. If the metal strip in the translucent plastic middle
section of the fuse appears to be broken, the fuse is blown and must be replaced with one of the
same amperage rating e. Push the new low profile mini blade fuse straight in to the block. Turn
over the engine bay fuse block and lower it in to the housing. Push on the fuse block to secure
the four fasteners clips. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small
donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Fuse Box Under Intake. Black Plastic Air Intake. Pry Up Center of
Fastener. Remove Pop Rivet. Pry Out Air Intake. The engine bay fuse block is located at the
back right corner of the engine bay closest to the driver's seat. Air Intake Removed. Engine Bay
Fuse Block. Release Four Clips. The rectangular black plastic fuse block is held in place by four
clips with two at the front and two at the rear. Pull Tab Away. Fourth Clip Released. Once all four
fasteners clips have been released, you can carefully lift the entire fuse block out of its housing.
Interior Fuse Cover. Pull Out Fuse Block Cover. Interior Fuse Panel. Move to the driver's seat
and pull off the rectangular access panel just in front of the driver's knee. Black Fuse Puller
Tool. Pinch End - Grab Fuse. Pull Old Fuse Straight Out. Take out the fuse puller tool and pinch
the end to open the jaws. Hold Fuse Up To Light. Push In New Fuse. Fuse Diagram On Cover. To
check if the old fuse is "blown" or has been "short circuited" hold it up near a light. Push Cover
In Place. Push Down To Secure Clips. Line up the interior fuse block cover and snap it back in
to place. Re-Insert Air Intake Tube. Insert 3 Plastic Fasteners. Air Intake Tube Replaced.
Re-insert the end of the air intake tube in to the air box and replace the three black plastic pop
rivet fasteners. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates

Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn
advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Do you. Check out the diagrams Below.
Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge.
Was this answer. Where is the air condition relay located? Hello, I am Danny. I have attached a
picture and circled it in red. Hope this helps and feel free to ask any further if needed. Thanks
for using 2CarPros. Danny- Image Click to enlarge. Hi Danny, you give an answer but I want to
know number of relay or any sign to say that is the AC relay. In the box it does not say AC relay.
I want to know what the color of air condition murano relay location Thanks Was this answer. I
would take it apart to see what I can find. Please let us know what you find. You think AC no
relay on my vehicle? Can you mark color on diagrams what color for AC? There is a relay but it
is in the IPDM which they replace as a unit. But I have heard of people digging into the unit and
replacing the relay separately. Check fuses 49 and Use the wiring diagrams to figure out the
color wiring going to it. I cannot find fuse 49 and It does not say anything about number. Got
you covered. Trying to find the relay so I can force the compressor on to charge the system. I
cannot for the life of me find it. Thanks for any and all help. Good evening. There is no clutch
relay for you to access. It is part of the TIPM. What is the issue with your AC system? Roy Was
this answer. I got it. The plug came loose on the clutch. You are welcome. Glad you found the
issue. Cheers, Ken if you give this post a down vote please say why Images Click to enlarge.
The compressor does not seem to start anymore. I performed the IPDM auto active test but did
not hear the clutch. I understand it is supposed to engage and disengage 5 times. I brought the
car Nissan Quest to my mechanic who verified if there was sufficient refrigerant in the system.
There was enough refrigerant so his conclusion was that the compressor was defective. I did
check the continuity on the fuse and it is okay. I would like to test the relay but I understand it is
not serviceable. Could you assist me? Thank you. If you have voltage then everything is
working and it is most likely the compressor. I have attached the wiring. Just go to the
compressor on the white wire and check for voltage. If there is no voltage then we need to to go
to the relay and suspect that is the issue. Let us know if you have questions. Thanks Images
Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. My Mechanic Says Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Owners of various Nissan vehicles including Rogues have had
ongoing problems with their air conditioners blowing hot air and never cooling. Nissan has
provided various explanations, and frequently none of them fixes the problems. Replacement of
most air conditioning components requires complete evacuation of the air conditioning system
with a refrigerant recovery machine. Once components are re-installed, the technician will
remove all air from the system in preparation for recharging the system with new refrigerant.
Call the Law Office of Howard Gutman for a free consultation on your claim, Consumers
continue to complain about problems with the Nissan air-conditioning systems. Youtube videos
have been created and other materials are gathered. My local Nissan here was good enough to
decide to fault find my car using traditional trouble shooting by part replacement â€” for two
more full days! If yours work out, please tell me, cause I want to know.. Owners of Nissan
Rogues with air-conditioning problems may be entitled to compensation. Call the Law Office of
Howard Gutman at for a free consultation on your potential claim with Nissan. Owners of Nissan
vehicles continue to complain about multiple problems with the air-conditioning systems.
Nissan owners may be entitled to compensation for problems and inconvenience. Hi, my Xtrail
Rogue in US have similar issues; aircon suddenly would not work and blow warm air; the
controller switched from internal air circulation to external air; for whatever reason? While the
blower continues to blow, the aircon would not work; even though the aircon light is ON. Very
dangerous situation as cabin gets really hot and humid in summer and when the cold change
comes, the windshield will be completely fogged up! I went to Nissan service centre 3x and left
the car over-night twice. Since the diagnostic codes does not make sense to the technician;
during my third visit, he did the conventional step by step trouble shooting. A total of 5 days of
trouble shooting and finally determined the fault at evaporator sensor. If anyone of you see this
symptom, go and tell the service workshop that it could be and probably is a faulty evaporator
sensor. Nissan has struggled with repeated problems with its air-conditioning. Here is a service
bulletin representing one attempted fix. The problem : The air conditioning may malfunction or
perform poorly thanks to a defective high-pressure air-conditioning refrigerant hose and steel
line assembly. See More Service Bulletins. Corrective action: Dealers will replace the
high-pressure air-conditioning hose. Reference TSB No. Having problems with your Nissan Leaf
air conditioning? Call the Law Office of Howard Gutman at for a free consultation on your claim.
Owners of various Nissan models have suffered through repeated air-conditioning failures,
finding their air conditioning continually blows hot air and will not cool. Beyond inconvenient,
the malfunction can be dangerous in some environments. Consumers are being told by Nissan
dealers that a new condenser would fix the problem, that there was no problem at all, or are

being given various other explanations and excuses. Nissan owners may be entitled to
compensation for vehicle problems, repair costs, and other damages. The Law Office of Howard
Gutman has been fighting for consumer rights against car manufacturers for more than 30
years. Call for a free consultation. We handle most claims on contingency with no payment
required unless we secure a settlement. Warranty info: This service is being performed free of
charge. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. By continuing to use
this website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see
here: Cookie Policy. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or
user name? Login or Register Here. Login is located in the upper right corner of all pages. This
topic is closed. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 4. Filtered by:. Previous 1 2 3 4 template
Next. Hello everyone just a quick question.. Here in AZ its been 95 to degs each day and in the
AM when starting the car the air is ice cold i mean 34 degs even lower coming out of the vents
Low pressure pipe under hood is ice cold as well However after driving for a shot time the AC
compressor cycles off warmer air then follows in the car-then 20 secs later back to ice cold.. I
did a check on the freon level using a gauge and noticed the level was right on the border line of
having to add some and good Would Low freon cause this? The air is ice cold coming out of the
vents for he first few miles then the compressor cycles almost like something is freezing
Thanks for any hlep! Tags: None. Kinda sound like it, BUT " I did a check on the freon level
using a gauge and noticed the level was right on the border line of having to add" leaves me to
think you are using pressure to determine charge amount, It is not possible to determine
amount of charge by pressure, it can only tell the temp at the point the pressure is measured. It
can be one indication that the charge is low, but can not tell if the charge is correct. I am
assuming this is a CCOT system , and the symptoms you describe would tend to indicate a low
charge. If it is a Tx valve system I would tend to think that the frost switch may be set too cool,
allowing the evaporator to freeze over and then gets too warm before the system cycles back
on. Comment Post Cancel. Thank you! Tom Greenleaf. IDK Cornbinder I think many Nissans use
an expansion valve still it smacks of low refrigerant and icing part way they melts and works
again despite probably low humidity will still do it. That's too cold. Just for laughs try this, put
the car on fresh air vent full cold and see how much heat you get over real air temp probably F
degrees just for passing thru the ducktwork so totally means the evaporator is below 32 and
never should be but can either because of being low OR a problem with it staying on too long.
You may have altitude too. If not much and nobody touched it may be OK just fill to spec and all
done for a few years? It's working HARD if know original or thought to be this could be so slow
hard to find but look anyway. I'd use a sniffer when there's the current charge first do determine
how fast too engine off is fine. Look for oily evidence on all connections and behind
compressor's clutch for oil too. Another is the condenser any could at any time worse where I
am probably catch stone and broken pavement or rocks in the sand used for Winter even nickel
size rock salt put t a hole you can see. I suppose if way too many bugs or assorted one could
bust it too? Those are the common things to me the condenser first for folks who highway drive
when roads are treated for Winter is so common it not funny - cracks headlights and
windshields too great for biz just don't follow those truck or tailgate! I wasn't questioning that is
low, only that pressures can't be a firm guide as to amount. If it is a TX system, the Tx's job is to
add just enough refrigerant such that it all boils by the time it leaves the evaporator , It doesn't
have any control over iceing. I think you have a good check If the evaporator is getting cold
enough to ice. If the temp of the refrigerant leaving the evaporator is cold, below freezing the
pressure will also be low, as it reflects the temp of the refrigerant, not the state of charge. If not
enough air flow over the evaporator to keep it above freezing, it could cause the frost switch to
cycle, getting warm and cold. If it was really low on refrigerant, the outlet of the evaporator
would be warmer then the inlet. Ideally they should be about the same temp, you should see
condensation on the low pressure line back to the compressor, but it shouldn't be iced over, an
indication that there is liquid refrigerant still boiling in the line back to the compressor. A trace
of frost is ok but not solid ice. Seams like you are not alone The general consensus is it is
related to the evaporator temp sensor, which would be like a "frost" switch on an old
mechanical set-up but now everything runs thru a "controller" and nothing as simple as a
switch. I guess some of the problem in diagnosing, is the sensor doesn't go "out of range" and
set a code, it just says the evaporator is cold and the controller shuts the system t down until
the sensor says its warm, regardless of what is really happening I must admit I am a little out of
my league here, My area is older heavy trucks, which are all electro-mechanical and easy to test
if a switch is bad or not. Thank you everyone seems to be a real problem with these cars! I have
2 different temp sensors one is real accurate and it shows at degs outside 37 to 42 deg air
coming out of the vents while parked on the driveway! As soon as i drive off 7 mins into my ride
i start to feel the temp change to warmer then back to cold 15 seconds later and back and forth!

I just did a quick bogus line check with a good gague i have here just to see what it read--Yellow
was Low Green was good red too high--Simple to use gauge all you do is turn the dial to the
current outside temp and the needle should be in the green which it was!!! Ac one Fan on max
running for a good 7 minutes Originally posted by arizonaman View Post. Thank you!! RPM of
engine is valid sitting still help at about 1, then you can diagnose with temps and pressures but
never know if all items work if correct for most situations unless you know to the ounce what's
inside the system the rest is useful for diagnostics not how much is in it! Another is odd thing
we don't think of much is the air dam under the bumper if you can call it that when moving
forces air flow thru, down and out. Sitting still you are at a disadvantage heat may be coming
backwards radiating towards front not the other way despite fans trying hard and should be.
Fans would also stop when high pressure drops when wind speed driving is adequate just
saves them not needed over 45 MPH or so on most better air flow with them off than running
depending on conditions the vehicle decides. Sorry for the novel but step one if nothing
obvious is knowing it has the correct charge since there is no dipstick for that you empty it,
count what came out vs spec and charge back the correct amount then if not all wonderful time
to find out why. This problem at a glance smacks of a low charge boiling before done in
evaporator with that humidity if real would just cool poorly doubt it could ice up. FYI - if icing
you can tell. Stop the vehicle when vent temp is wrong and shut system and engine off. A huge
puddle of water would spill as the ice melts fast if drain was plugged it would wet passenger's
floor. It's a bit new for some of this. Your kit is risking you serious bucks if just for lack of
accuracy is imperative to be right or will tell you usually more it will work better just isn't the
way it all works,. If you didn't open the link I posted, it seams a whole lot of people are having
the same problem with a Rogue and whatever it is called elsewhere in the world. Exact same
problem, cold then getting hot, Dealers can't find the problem or will not spend the time to find it
hard to blame them when they are not going to get paid for diagnosing only for repairing. Those
that have some success in repairs all seam to point to the evaporator temp sensor or the
evaporator box in general. For right now I am willing to assume and yes I know that is a weak
point that the charge level is not the problem, but the control system is mis reading the
evaporator temp and turning off the compressor, or what ever the system is designed to do
when it detects iceing temps at the evaporator If I was going to "throw parts at it" I would start
with the evaporator temp sender, but I am loathed to take that approach.. Thank you i do beleive
as you said many of us have this problem!! I did see the link!! Thanks so much! Hello all I am
back with a question about our Rouge now that we have the correct amount of freon had it done
at an ac shop Yesterday at 98 degs none of that happened? By what i just said do you think the
freon level is a bit low or high I am taking to an ac guy near by i just wanted to see for myself
what you all thought.. I don't think amount is the problem, nor can it be determined by what you
posted. I would assume if a competent shop did the recharge, the correct amount would have
been added by weight. When it works, it works well, until it doesn't. Having a 2nd shop check
the amount can't hurt but I would be very surprised if the amount is the problem. If it was low on
refrigerant, it would all boil in the evaporator and not have enough to ice over, having absorbed
all the heat it can, once it turns to gas, its ability to absorb heat is minimal. Tx systems will just
have reduced output, orifice tubes will tend to cycle. Niether is the case as I read his posts. It
gets cold, then warm, then cold. All points to a control problem. Tom believes that the Nissan
uses a Tx valve, so that is what I am going with. The general thought on other sites is the
evaporator temp sensor is causing the system to cycle erroneously, not because the evaporator
is icing, but as to why this is happ
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ening, and if it is the sensor or something else that is the route cause is still an open question.
Wild thought for when everything may seem right but is erratic? Said AZ with we know furnace
heat sometimes and it's not really that old? I didn't look up TX vs CCOT system just noted most
were TXV set ups capable of maximizing delivery of exact refrigerant by nature because of a
bulb sensing temp controls flow. Now if the sealing goo can't take the heat it's being confused if
that extreme just under the hood. Worth a look? IDK - I've found a product like removable
caulking shapeable tolerate wild temp change almost can't burn the stuff with flames by
"MoreTite" sold like a roll of spaghetti can shape like "Silly Putty" if you will does seal odd
holes or leaks in things useful for many thing might do the trick if found leaking or a problem
there. Just look if bad or feel air flow coming out I might try this stuff as you can always just
remove it later. Just a thought,. Yes No. OK Cancel.

